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Abstract—Femtocells are primarily used to extend high-quality
radio coverage in indoor environments. Dense femtocell access
point (FAP) deployment however, can lead to severe interference
on femtocell user equipment (FUE) from neighbouring FAP,
when they operate on the same channel. The problem is compounded as FAP are deployed in an uncoordinated manner
by the end-user, which means either avoiding or minimising
interference is an essential prerequisite to achieve successful
femtocell operation. This paper adopts a new strategy towards
radio resource distribution and management by creating virtual
clusters of femtocells which are managed by a logical entity
called the Virtual Cluster Controller(VCC). Each VCC is situated
between the FAPs and Radio Network Controller (RNC) and
has a set of sub-channels which it can allocate amongst its
members. A Virtual Cluster Formation (VCF) algorithm exploits
location information to assign each FAP to a VCC so that the
minimum distance between a FAP and the nearest FAP allocated
to the same VCC is maximised, thereby ensuring minimal interFAP interference. Simulation results corroborate the significant
performance improvement achieved by this virtual clustering
model in terms of both interference minimisation and throughput
for various FAP deployment scenarios.
Keywords- Femtocell, Virtual Cluster, Hybrid Resource Management, Two-Tier System

I. I NTRODUCTION
Demand for high data-rate mobile broadband services is
rapidly increasing with the emergence of data intensive applications such as file sharing, video-on-demand streaming and
online gaming [1]. A recent study revealed the majority of
data demand now originates from indoor environments [2]. To
fulfil the high data rate mandated by these new devices and
services is becoming extremely difficult for cellular providers
due to poor indoor propagation conditions caused by high
wall penetration losses. Increasing the transmission power to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is not a viable solution
as it concomitantly increases the interference to neighbouring
co-channel cells. To specifically address this problem, femtocell access points (FAP) or so-called Home evolved Node
B (HeNB) have been developed for indoor scenarios. These
allow user equipment (UE) to connect to local hubs rather
than a macrocell base station (BS). FAPs are attractive as
they are low-powered, low-cost, plug and play devices which
are normally installed by the end user inside a house or
building, and backhaul data traffic via either a wired Digital

Subscriber Line (DSL) or optical fibre network. The short
communication distances involved between the transmitter and
receiver (typically in the range of 10m) mean the link remains
robust which helps sustain very high data rates via higher-order
modulations. It also saves UE battery power and coupled with
offloading macrocell traffic by back hauling it to the wired
network, means a number of channels can be liberated for
reuse by the macrocell.
Despite many advantages, femtocell networks suffer the
effects of uncoordinated and independent deployment by end
users. This can interfere with both co-located FAPs and
neighbouring macro user equipment (MUE) when they operate
on the same channel. The problem becomes especially severe
in urban environments where a large number of femtocells are
deployed in a relatively small area. Interference minimisation
thus remains a major design challenge for successful femtocell
operations [3].
The uncoordinated nature of FAP use precludes any predeployment network planning, so strategies to date have
focused upon either interference avoidance or minimisation.
These principally exploit post-deployment management of resource distribution between the FAP and femto user equipment
(FUE), with a number of algorithms being proposed for interference avoidance between the macro and femto tiers [4], [5].
One approach to mitigate interference is to allocate separate
bands to the macro and femto tiers and while this eliminates
any cross-tier interference, it is also a very inefficient use of
spectrum.
To make more effective utilisation of the available spectrum
between macro and femto tiers, variants of the fractional
frequency reuse (FFR) model have been proposed [6],[7].
These minimise cross-tier interference by allocating a mutually
exclusive set of channels to the femto and macro tiers at any
location. Channels allocated to the femto tier in one location
can then be reused by the macro tier in another sector location
within the same macrocell area. Intra-femto tier interference
however, remains a major issue to be resolved, with an
overview of interference avoidance techniques being presented
in [8]. Solutions to date have concentrated primarily upon
minimising cross-tier interference rather than intra-femtocell
interference, with the majority of techniques being predicated
on the classical approach of controlling power levels to reduce

FAP interference [9][10][11][12]. An alternative strategy proposed by [13] requires each FAP to maintain a database of its
neighbouring FAPs channel usage in order to identify those
channels least used by them and to reallocate these to its own
user. While the overall interference performance improves, the
computational cost for each FAP to manage a database and
the energy expended in detecting the neighbours’ signature to
create the channel list, is extremely expensive.
This paper addresses femto-to-femto interference minimisation as opposed to macro-to-femto tier (and vice versa)
interference, where dynamic FFR has been successfully applied [14]. The concept of virtual clustering is introduced,
with a dedicated virtual cluster controller (VCC) operating
between the radio network controller (RNC) and the FAPs,
being used to manage particular resource functionalities for
a specific grouping of FAPs which are logically assigned to
it. A new virtual cluster formation (VCF) algorithm exploits
FAP location information to create virtual (logical) clusters
of FAPs. VCF maximizes the minimum distance between
the FAPs of a cluster and thereby minimises the overall
interference. Simulation results corroborate the significantly
improved performance of the VCF paradigm in maximizing
the femto-tier spectrum reuse distance, minimising the interference and enhancing the key system metrics of received
signal-to-interference noise ratio (SINR) and throughput. The
terminology virtual cluster has been adopted in this paper to
reflect that cluster members are virtually linked together rather
than as in the traditional ad hoc cluster sense, where members
are located within some defined distance of a clusterhead.
Members of a virtual cluster may not necessarily be physically
co-located, but instead are grouped together to exploit the
same set of channels according to a minimum interference
generation criterion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the system model, while the new VCF paradigm
is explained in Section III. The performance of the VCF
algorithm is analysed in detail in Section IV, with some
concluding comments being provided in Section V.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
A dual (macro-femto) tier system model is considered in
this paper, where the femtocell network is overlaid upon the
macrocell system. The macrocell is hexagonally-shaped, with
a BS located at the centre of the cell, and comprising three
sectors with macro user equipment (MUE) being uniformly
distributed in each sector. In contrast, femtocells are circular
in shape and uniformly distributed inside each macrocell. The
FAP is assumed to be located at the centre of a femtocell and
the FUEs are also uniformly distributed across the femtocell.
FAP transmission power is fixed and the macrocell BS power
is also constant, though different power levels are used for
the inner and outer cell MUEs. A closed access mechanism is
adopted for all femtocells so only authorised FUEs can connect
to a particular FAP.
Macro and femtocell coexistence is assumed, with both
operating in the same 10MHz spectrum, which is divided

into equi-spaced channels of width 180KHz similar to the
3GPP LTE definition [15]. Crucially at any location, the
macro and femtocells use mutually exclusive sub-channels to
avoid macro-to-femto and femto-to-macro interference. This is
achieved by employing dynamic FFR [14], where sub-channels
used by a MUE in one sector are allocated to the FUE in a
different sector.
The following sub-sections discuss the system Path Loss
model and FUE channel allocation strategy respectively.
Path Loss Model: For indoor scenarios the WINNER II
[16] path loss channel model is utilised, with (1) and (2)
giving the indoor path losses (P L) for the Line of Sight (LOS)
and NLOS cases respectively. In Non Line-of-Sight (NLOS)
situations where there are walls between the transmitter and
receiver, an extra wall penetration loss (LW P ) component is
included.
fc
(1)
P LLOS = 18.7 log(d) + 46.8 + 20 log
5
fc
+ LW P (2)
5
where fc is the carrier frequency (GHz), d is the distance
(m) and LW P is the wall penetration loss (dB).
Wall penetration losses vary according to such factors as:
transmission frequency, angle of arrival of the signal, thickness
of the wall and the material used in the wall, so to simplify the
calculations, LW P = 5dB and LW P = 10dB are respectively
considered as the internal and external wall penetration losses.
Since FUEs are usually located inside a building and so
only encounter relatively thin internal walls, LW P = 5dB is
applied for received signal power calculations. Conversely, as
interference generated by femtocells located in other buildings
or houses has to pass through at least two external walls
to reach the FUE, for these interference power calculations,
LW P = 10dB is used for each wall loss, resulting in a total
penetration loss of 20dB.
Channel Allocation: It is assumed each FAP is responsible
for allocating channels to its member FUEs. It achieves this
based upon feedback from the FUEs on the received SINR.
Each FAP calculates the carrier-to-interference ratio for all
the FUEs attached to it and for all available channels, before
applying the following relationship to assign the best channel
to the FUE:
P LN LOS = 20 log(d) + 46.4 + 20 log

C
Pt0 h0
=P
I
j Pnj + N0

(3)

where C is the carrier power, I the interference-plus-noise
power, Pt0 the transmit signal power, h0 the channel power
gain, Pnj the received interference power on channel n from
user j and N0 is the noise power.
III. V IRTUAL C LUSTERING A RCHITECTURE AND
A LGORITHM
A. Logical Architecture
Clustering has been widely investigated in both the wireless
sensor and ad hoc network domains [18], with the normal

approach being to select a clusterhead from a group of nodes
according to some criterion, so neighbouring nodes are assigned membership of a cluster based upon for instance, being
physically co-located. As discussed in Section I, in contrast
to physical clustering, this paper proposes the creation of
virtual (logical) clusters using an interference-based Euclidean
distance measure.
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tioned resource allocation models. It also saves a significant
number of redundant data transfers between each FAP and the
RNC.
Depending upon the maximum number of FUE permitted
to connect to a FAP, the RNC creates Mcc individual VCC
which are each assigned a corresponding set of channels, in
accordance with the following relationship:
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Virtual clustering block diagram for femtocell networks

The major challenge in femtocell networks is the management of interference and this was the main motivation
behind the development of the VCF paradigm. Virtual clusters
are formed using a minimax criterion by combining FAPs
operating on the same set of channels, while concomitantly
maximising the closest FAP distance. The rationale for the
VCF algorithm is that as power exponentially decays with
distance, the FAP furthest away from a particular FAP will
correspondingly generate the lowest interference. Hence, by
maximising the distance of the closest FAP operating on the
same channels the interference can be minimised. Figure 1
shows the block diagram of the logical architecture of the
virtual clustering femtocell network. Each VCC has specific
resource allocation functionality such as, assigning the channel
set to cluster member FAPs and managing FUE disputes on
behalf of its FAP membership, though if a dispute occurs
with either a macrocell user or a FUE connected to a FAP
belonging to another VCC, which is very unlikely, then it is
forwarded to the RNC for arbitration. The RNC cooperates
with the macrocell BS to create a list of channels available for
allocation in a certain area using the dynamic FFR technique
[14].
Unlike distributed resource allocation techniques where
each FAP independently chooses a channel, the virtual clustering architecture devolves this task to the VCC which maintains
an updated list of available channels. Furthermore, distinct
from centralised resource management where every decision,
including channel assignment, is performed by the RNC, each
VCC takes responsibility for channel set allocation and dispute
management on behalf its cluster members. This means the
virtual clustering system inherently provides hybrid resource
management, combining the best features of the aforemen-




NFKF R
i
maxi (NF U E )

(4)

where NFKF R is the number of available channels for
dynamic FFR-based distribution between femtocells in the
K th sector of a macrocell and NFi U E is the number of FUE
registered with the ith FAP.
When a FAP is switched on it goes through an initialisation
phase. It firstly connects to the RNC via the backhaul network
and since the FAP is connected by a wired network, its
location is approximately known by the RNC. In addition,
femtocell network topology can be designed to a certain
level of accuracy using RF measurements [17], so position
information coupled with RF measurements from the MUE
and FUE can be exploited to obtain an accurate FAP location.
The VCF algorithm then assigns each FAP to a designated
VCC, which provides access to a set of channels. The VCF
also creates and maintains a reserve channels list ChR derived
from the reporting of unused channels by the FAPs. This list
is periodically updated via the RNC and also includes unused
macrocell BS channels. These reserve channels are allocated
to FAPs either in the case of disputes or to members of the
reserve set SR , which includes those FAPs that failed to uphold
the safety distance Dth . This is the distance all FAPs must
sustain from their co-channel FAP to ensure effective femtocell
operation, and is determined by setting the maximum level of
admissible interference and then calculating the corresponding
minimum distance requirement to preserve the SINR level. An
estimate of Dth , can be obtained from the(P L model in (1).
B. The Virtual Cluster Formation (VCF) Algorithm
Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo code representation of the
VCF algorithm, which comprises three steps. STEP I initialises
all key parameters including; the number of FAPs and FUEs;
the safety distance and the number of available channels for
the area under consideration. It also creates the reserve set SR
and determines both the VCC number Mcc from (4) and the
inter-FAP distance matrix for N FAPs which is given by:


d11 d12 . . . d1N
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where dij is the Euclidian distance between FAP i and FAP
j measured using the relation:
q
(5)
dij = (xF AP i − xF AP j )2 + (yF AP i − yF AP j )2

where x and y are the cartesian co-ordinates for each of the
N FAPs and dij = dji . Note, since all De diagonal elements
are zero i.e., dii = 0 for i=1,2,....N, these are excluded from
the minimum distance calculations.
Algorithm 1 The Virtual Clustering Formation (VCF) Algorithm
STEP I
Initialize variables: NF AP , NF U E , Dth , ChR , SR ;
COMPUTE Number of VCC by (4);
COMPUTE De by (5);
while Number of unallocated FAP ≥ 0 do
Find closest FAP pair F APi and F APj from De
for F APi and F APj do
STEP II;
if FAP is already assigned to a VCC then
GOTO END STEP III;
else
if Any VCC is empty then
Assign FAP to empty VCC;
else
GOTO STEP III
end if
end if
END STEP II
STEP III
for All the VCCs do
COMPUTE distances between FAP and VCC members
end for
FIND minimum distance dmin for each VCC
FIND maximum minimum distance dhmin
if dhmin ≤ Dth then
Assign FAP to SR ;
else
Assign FAP to VCC with dhmin
end if
END STEP III
end for
UPDATE De excluding dmin ;
REMOVE F APi and F APj from unallocated FAP List;
end while
END
Following initialisation, STEP II is firstly preceded by an
allocation loop, which identifies the FAP pair from De with
the minimum Euclidean distance. STEP II checks whether this
FAP pair have already been allocated. For an unallocated FAP,
it ascertains whether there are any empty VCC and if so, the
FAP is duly allocated to an empty VCC. Otherwise, it moves
to STEP III. If both FAPs have already been assigned, then the
distance pair is excluded from De and both FAPs are expunged
from the list of unallocated FAP. The next closest pair of FAPs
from De is then sought and STEP II repeated.

In STEP III, the VCF algorithm selects the distances from
De of the candidate FAP to all FAPs already assigned to
the VCCs, and the minimum distance to each VCC is found.
The FAP is assigned to the VCC with the highest minimum
distance dhmin , from the FAP to other FAPs belonging to that
VCC, subject to the safety distance Dth being maintained. If
the FAP cannot uphold Dth , it is assigned to the reserve set
SR instead, whose members are allocated reserved channels.
De is then updated, with the FAP pair assigned during this
iteration being excluded. This procedure is repeated until all
FAPs have been allocated.
If a new FAP is now switched on within the area, only
STEP III needs to be executed and the FAP is assigned to
the VCC with the highest minimum distance to ensure it both
receives and generates the minimum interference compared to
the other clusters. In exceptional circumstances where a FUE
fails to meet the minimum SINR requirement due to severe
interference, the affected FAP attempts to switch to a new
channel with a higher SINR. If it is still unable to uphold the
minimum SINR threshold, the FAP then forwards the FUE to
the VCC with a severe interferer ID tag, which then allots a
reserve channel, provided one is available.
From a computational complexity perspective, the new
VCF algorithm is very efficient as it principally involves the
processing of FAP coordinates, so the time overhead incurred
is only O(Mcc × NF2 AP ). Once a FAP is installed, its location
generally remains fixed so VCF has only to calculate the
distance matrix (5) once, because this is the only processing
required when a new FAP joins the network.
IV. S IMULATION E NVIRONMENT AND R ESULTS A NALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of the VCF algorithm, a 200m
squared area of one sector in a hexagonal macrocell was
considered, for three specific FAP node deployments of 50,
100 and 200. It was assumed 12 channels were available for
femtocell downlink operation, so from (4) the requisite number
of VCC was 3. As a performance comparator for VCF, a
distributed resource allocation framework was implemented
where each FAP independently chose its operating spectrum.
This scheme will be referred to as the Non-Clustering System
(NCS) in the ensuing discussion. The simulation test platform
was designed and implemented in MATLABTM , with all the
various network environment parameters being given in Table
I.
Before analysing the performance of the VCF algorithm in
detail, some preliminary measurements were taken. Figure 2
shows the femtocell interference generated by the downlink
transmission of a macrocell BS at two different power levels.
Depending on the admissible macro-to-femto interference, a
m
free-zone distance threshold Dth
can be obtained from the
curves. For values greater than this threshold, FAP interference
will be negligible so a FAP can freely operate on any channel
used by the macrocell system. The higher the permitted interm
ference, the smaller Dth
and vice versa, so if for example the
m
interference limit is -110dB, then Dth
will be approximately
300m for a transmission power of 46dBm. Note, this value

TABLE I
N ETWORK ENVIRONMENT PARAMETERS USED IN ALL SIMULATIONS .
System Parameter
Femtocell Radius
Macrocell Radius
Experimental Area
Number of Femtocell in experimental area
Maximum number of FUE per FAP
FUE Noise Figure
MUE Noise Figure
Internal Wall Penetration Loss
External Wall Penetration Loss
Shadowing
Macrocell Transmission Power
FAP Transmit Power
FUE Min. Power Requirement
Total Bandwidth
Number of Channels for the given area
Channel width
Number of VCC
Number of Simulations

Value (Range)
10 m
400 m
200 m × 200 m
50, 100, 200
4
9 dB
9 dB
5 dB
10 dB
6 dB
46 dBm, 23dBm
10 dBm
≥ 0 dB
10 MHz
12
180 KHz, 10−3 S
3
10000

−50
MBS TxPower= 46dBm
−60

MBS TxPower= 23dBm

Interference Power (dB)

−70
−80
−90
−100
−110
−120
−130
Free Zone Distance

−140
−150

50

100

150
200
250
300
FAP distance from MBS, Dmf (m)

350

400

Fig. 2. Interference from macrocell downlink transmission upon femtocells,
m shown
with the free-zone distance threshold Dth

Approximate Received Power (dB) (Path Loss only)

varies with the macrocell BS transmission power, with a lower
m
.
power giving a commensurately smaller Dth
FAP Transmit Power=20 dBm

−80
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−90
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Fig. 3.
Interference from femtocell downlink transmission upon other
femtocells, with the safety distance Dth shown

Analogously, to minimise the interference between a FAP
and the FUE connected to other FAPs, the safety distance, Dth
defined in Section IIIA is applied. This is highlighted on Figure 3 which shows the FUE interference at various distances
from an interfering FAP at three different transmission power
levels. The results reveal the interference threshold varies with
Dth , so if the interference requirements are for example, 110 dB and -120 dB respectively, then the corresponding
Dth values are 16m and 36m for a transmission power of
10dBm. This means that lowering Dth enables more FAP to
be successfully deployed within the same area.
The three plots in Figure 4 illustrate the cluster formations
for 40 FAPs both before (Figure 4(a)) and after application of
the new VCF algorithm (Figure 4(b)), together with the NCS in
Figure 4(b) within a 100-squared metre area. The performance
of both VCF and NCS were evaluated in terms of three key
system metrics; the safety distanceDth , the received SINR
and the spectral efficiency. These will now be individually
analysed.
Figure 5 displays the average distance between a FAP
and its nearest interfering FAP for both VCF and NCS
at Dth =20m. The clustering system consistently maintained
the minimum safety distance to give significantly improved
performance over NCS at different FAP deployment densities.
Table II contrasts the corresponding number of FAP failures in
upholding Dth , with the VCF model clearly affording lower
failure rates. For example, when clustering is employed for 50
FAPs, no spectrum reuse was required for any femtocell within
the safety distance threshold, whereas 18% of FAPs failed to
maintain this threshold for the traditional NCS. This trend is
even more palpable at higher femtocell densities, where for
200 FAPs around 46% of FAP failed to preserve the threshold
compared with just 16 % for VCF.
TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF FAP FAILING TO MAINTAIN
THE safety distance Dth
FAP deployed
50
100
200

Clustered System
0%
04%
16%

Non Clustered System
18%
31%
46%

Figure 6 plots the SINR performance for both the VCF and
NCS models at various FAP deployments. While predictably
the received SINR is attenuated at higher FAP densities, the
VCF model still outperformed its non-clustering counterpart
in providing superior SINR. For instance, with 50 FAPs, only
40% of FAP transmissions achieved a received SINR greater
than 15dB for NCS compared with over 70% for VCF, with
similar judgements applicable at the other FAP densities shown
in Figure 6.
Finally, the spectral efficiency of the new VCF algorithm
was evaluated in terms of the throughput achieved with the
corresponding comparison shown in Figure 7. For 200 FAP,
the 50th percentile value of throughput, i.e. the average bitrates were 4.25 and 3.7 bps/Hz respectively for VCF and NCS,
with similar performance improvements readily apparent for
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Fig. 4. FAP deployment scenarios: (a) before cluster formation, (b) after clustering (applying VCF), and (c) the non-clustered system (NCS) where each
colour representing an allocated set of channels
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the other deployment scenarios. Interestingly Figures 6 and 7
reveal that for a FAP density of 200, the new VCF algorithm
afforded a superior performance to the corresponding NCS
solution for 100 FAP from both a spectral efficiency and SINR

This paper has presented a new virtual clustering paradigm
for femtocell networks based upon a minimax solution for
interference which maximises the minimum distance of the
FAPs operating on the same channel. The virtual clustering
formation (VCF) algorithm shares certain resource management functionalities with both the radio network controller
(RNC) and femtocell access points (FAP) to not only reduce redundant data transfers but maintain a flexible and
simple implementation which incurs minimal computational
overheads. Experimental analysis has corroborated the VCF
algorithm provides significant performance improvements over
distributed non-clustered systems, in terms of interference
reduction, increased spectral efficiency and higher received
SINR. Further performance enhancements are envisaged by
optimising the coverage of the FAPs based on the surrounding
radio environment and will be the focus of our future research.
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